Self Mailing Systems

Shipping/Receiving Systems
§ Pitney Bowes Inc.
CATEGORY: Multi-carrier Shipping and Mailing System
PRODUCT: SendPro® Enterprise; SendPro Online Software
COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: 877-682-7687. Web: PitneyBowes.com

Spedo Concero High Volume Pressure Seal Solution

Spedo OPERAM Pressure Seal Solution

§ Spedo US, Inc.
CATEGORY: Self Mailing Systems
PRODUCT: SPEDO CONCERO Pressure Seal Systems
COMPANY: Spedo US, Inc., PO Box 1032, Reisterstown, MD
21136-1032 Contact: James Wroe Email: support@spedo.us. Phone:
866-773-3687 or 410-517-1690. Web: www.spedo.us
CONCERO HIGH VOLUME PRESSURE SEAL SOLUTION: The
CONCERO system processes up-to 49,000 A4 documents per hour, from
a either pinless or pin-fed roll stock. Alongside the high speed pinless
CONCERO system, the pin-fed OPERAM solution has also been introduced. The 2-up pressure seal system reduces printing costs and increases
output by cutting, folding and sealing up-to 37,000 A4 documents per
hour.
CONTACT: For details, call 410-517-1690 or email support@spedo.us.

SENDPRO® ENTERPRISE: This is a cloud-based multi-carrier,
multi-user shipping, and PC postage software solution that eliminates
data silos and powerfully centralizes information across an
enterprise while enabling employees to send packages and
mail — even certified mail —
from any location with ease.
Customers gain full control
and visibility into their shipPitney Bowes SendPro® Enterprise
ping and mailing operation by
identifying spending-levels with each shipping carrier and sender to
better control cost and eliminate overspending. Additional enterprise-level features include single-sign-on, cost accounting, and detailed
analytics, plus it’s equipped with a side-by-side rate shopping tool that
gives senders access to choose the
rate, delivery mode, and delivery
date that best fits their needs. To
learn more about SendPro Enterprise see pitneybowes.com/us/spe.
SENDPRO® ONLINE: Ship
like a pro and save time and money
with our easy-to-use online shipping software. Compare rates
Pitney Bowes SendPro Online
across carriers, buy postage and
print shipping labels online, schedule pickups and track packages—all
from your office, home or on-the-go. Designed to simplify sending packages, large envelopes, and letters for Home, Office and Small Businesses.
See Pitney Bowes in the Tracking/Receiving section.
CONTACT: For more information call 877-682-7687 or visit Pitney
Bowes at PitneyBowes.com.

§ QUADIENT
CATEGORY: Shipping Management Systems
PRODUCT: Quadient Shipping Solutions
COMPANY: Quadient, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT 06461.
Phone: 800-636-7678.
QUADIENT S.M.A.R.T: S.M.A.R.T. provides the ultimate Shipping,
Mailing, Accounting, Reporting and Tracking experience all from a single dashboard. This solution combines leading edge technologies to improve customer interactions and business processes. A consistent look
and feel across each element provides familiarity to users, making navigation simple and intuitive. S.M.A.R.T. fuels stronger business communications with your internal and external customers by providing detailed
shipping and tracking notifications, chargeback accounting with postage
meter reconciliation, and extensive reporting options to name a few.
S.M.A.R.T. Shipping offers rate shopping across multiple carriers, desktop request to send, desktop print and multi-package shipments.
S.M.A.R.T. Mailing creates an unparalleled user experience by taking the
features of a traditional mailing system control panel and applying them
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Stamp Affixers

to an all-in-one interactive
PC. Up to five levels of accounting are supported for total postage reconciliation.
With this level of granularity,
S.M.A.R.T. can support even
the most demanding business
requirements. Generate reports and color graphs that
give you the details you need
Quadient S.M.A.R.T.
with S.M.A.R.T. Reporting
and always know where you items are with S.M.A.R.T. Tracking. Integrates to Quadient’s iX-3, iX-5, and iX-7 mailing systems.
EMS: Whether you manage a mail center or ship packages, Quadient's
Enhanced Mailing & Shipping (EMS) technology enables you to mail
and ship packages quickly, efficiently and economically. Quadient EMS
powerful analytics offer many tools to manage cost and analyze your
company’s mail and shipping operations and pinpoint incorrect addresses, lost packages and identify where money is being wasted.The address correction feature eliminates many of the problems that lead to returned and misdirected deliveries, delayed deliveries and address correction fees. Additionally, Quadient EMS helps you manage and allocate
costs by account, carrier, special service and operator productivity.
Quadient EMS provides support for complete company identities,allowing the shipper to process for multiple divisions, clients or customers.
This powerful feature creates a separate return address and discrete billing, based on carrier account numbers, which saves accounting time and
increases accuracy. It is indispensable for separate entity support to
third-party logistics providers (3PL).
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Kirk Rudy KR540 Stamp Affixer
CONTACT: For more information, call 770-427-4203 or email info@
kirkrudy.com.

§ Postmatic, Inc.
CATEGORY: Stamp Affixers
PRODUCT: Inline Stamping System
COMPANY: Postmatic Inc., 9405 Holly St NW Ste D, Minneapolis,
MN 55433 Phone: (888)-784-6046. Email: info@postmatic.net Contact:
Sales. Web: www.postmatic.net.

EMS KEY FEATURES: Multi-level accounting features enable users
to assign and manage mail processing and package shipments as well as
align cost to the appropriate department. Automatic fuel surcharge calculations eliminate any hidden carrier charges. Email notification for
shipped, delivered or late deliveries. International mail advisor ensures
shipments meet all rules and regulations for international deliveries.Best
Way provides domestic and international rates for comparing rates and
services levels. Online tracking for delivery status and signature capture.
CONTACT: For more information, call 800-636-7678 or click
www.quadient.com.

Stamp Affixers
§ Kirk-Rudy, Inc.
Postmatic Inline Stamping System
CATEGORY: Stamp Affixers
PRODUCT: KR540 Stamp Affixing System
COMPANY: Kirk-Rudy, Inc., 125 Lorraine Parkway., Woodstock, GA
30188. Key Contact: info@kirkrudy.com. Phone: 770-427-4203.
KR 540 STAMP APPLICATOR: Use the KR 540 to apply coiled pressure-sensitive stamps as well as other labels of various size and shape
onto a wide assortment of products. Industry standard motors and controls ensure fast and accurate placement while also making it economical
to maintain. Applies up to 2 stamps in a single pass. Productive, reliable
and simple to operate, the KR 540 is designed for versatility and to perform with less operator training and setup time.

DESCRIPTION: Postmatic Inline Stamping Base & Stamp Affixer will
affix US postage stamps from coils of 3,000 or 10,000 at speeds to 18,000
per hour. Commonly used in line with high speed inserters including the
Flowmaster & BH inserters. The inline Stamping Base is a high volume,
heavy duty vacuum transport base designed for high volume, 24-7 operation and eliminates the need for costly off-line affixing stamps with tabbers.
See Postmatic's listings in these sections: Address/Barcode Printers; Addressing Accessories; Envelope Sealing Systems; Inserter Feeders & Accessories; and Mailing Supplies & Accessories.
CONTACT: For details call (888)-784-6046, visit www.postmatic.net
or email: info@postmatic.net.
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